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STABILO B-53044-10 felt pen Gold, Silver 2 pc(s)

Brand : STABILO Product code: B-53044-10

Product name : B-53044-10

Pen 68 metallic fibre-tip pen - blister 2 - 1x silver & gold

STABILO B-53044-10 felt pen Gold, Silver 2 pc(s):

The STABILO Pen 68 is the ideal pen for creative projects: from decorations made with loving care to
hand lettering, do-it-yourself projects or drawings – the metallic colours make every work of art shine.
Thanks to the great coverage and brilliance, the 8 metallic colours create a “wow effect” on many
surfaces, such as on dark paper, cardboard, and foil. The unique metallic look is easy to apply without
ever having to pump or shake the pens. So it’s easy to concentrate longer as you work on your creative
ideas! In addition to the odourless ink, the robust pen tip ensures a super drawing experience because
the rich colour application allows you to create dazzling highlights in no time. The pens are an ideal gift
for those with creative minds and do-it-yourself fans.

Features

Number of colours 2 colours
Writing colours Gold, Silver
Line width 1.4 mm
Product colour Gold, Silver
Housing shape Hexagonal
Clip
Refillable
Country of origin Germany
Scented
Target audience Adults & Children

Features

Recommended gender Boy/Girl

Weight & dimensions

Package width 8 mm
Package depth 200 mm
Package height 80 mm
Package weight 20 g

Packaging content

Quantity per pack 2 pc(s)
Package type Blister

Logistics data

Customs product code (TARIC) 96082000
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